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g  In-Class Problems                          

 
(1)  Advantages of a double heterojunction for a light emitting device include: 

 
(a) improved carrier confinement (confine electrons and holes to the same region where they can recombine) 
(b) wider-bandgap around the emitting region so that most light gets out of the device without being re-absorbed 
(c) both 
(d) neither 
(e) arguably higher nutritional value than Kellogg’s Fruit Loops 

 
 

(2) Consider two LEDs.  The LEDs are made from semiconductors with a bandgap of 2.6 eV for the InGaN material 
and a bandgap of 3.0 eV for the InAlGaN material. 
     
 

 
 
(a) What wavelengths of light will each LED emit? 

 
 

(b) Which LED would be more efficient and why? 
 

  
(c) For the two LED structures shown above, you decide to use the structures as a photodetectors.  Which structure would 
have the highest responsivity (A/W) for light detection at a  wavelength of 440 nm (please explain why also). 

 
 

(d) back to LEDs.  Assume you use the layers for the device on left to create a quantum well LED.  The quantum well 
region (the InGaN) is narrow enough that the energy gap between the resulting quantum well levels decreases the 
emission wavelength (increases the emission energy for each photon) to 477 nm.  Assume the semiconductors have a 
resistance of 10 ohms.  For a driving current of 10 mA calculate the total voltage required to operate the quantum well 
LED. 

 
  
 
(3) This question is related to heterojunctions.  The goal is to convince you that you know enough to create the 
band diagram for ANY set of semiconductors and metals, even modern LEDs which have numerous layers and are 
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highly band-gap engineered.  These are GaN semiconductors where the column III element (Ga) is partially replaced 
with other column III elements (such as In, and Al) to change the bandgap. 
 
For this problem, see lecture 11, slide 24.  Another hint, start with a Schottky diode example too as a warmup, e.g. 
from the Schottkey diode lecture 5. 
 
GaN has a bandgap of 3.4.   Assume the GaAlN has a bandgap of 3.8 (only a little bit of Al added).   Assume the 
GaInN has a bandgap of 3.1 (only a little bit of In added). The additional parameters you need can be found at the 
end of this document (see the appendix).  Electron affinities for these are not given, but notice in the appendix how 
the electron affinity for GaN is ~2.2 eV greater than AlN and the bandgap difference is ~2.6 eV.  So for simplicity, 
just assume the semiconductor workfunctions for all three of these are equal for the UNDOPED cases. 
 
Draw a band-diagram for a metal / n GaN / p+ GaInN / n GaAlN.   Assume the metal workfunction is the same as the 
electron affinity for the GaN (which is the vacuum level to conduction band).  The diagram need not be exact, but 
should be representative.     

 
  

Helpful tip.  Starting from the left, do ONE material at a time.  And for each, do ‘dots – lines – bending’.  Draw dots for the 
offsets and connect them with a vertical line (that has to stay the same), then move all the flat lines for the Fermi level 
aligment (Ec, Ef, Ev) leaving a bit of space next to the dots for the last part, which is to add bending to connect the flat 
lines to the dots! 

 
 

 
 

(4) Below is a simple white LED.  Question… what percent of the optical power is automatically lost in using a blue 
LED to create the yellow light?  Do a rough calculation based on peak wavelengths and energy…. 

 
 

 
 
(5) A more challenging diode question.  Remember, for the real diode, up in the exponential you need to subtract 
contact potential from the applied voltage. Lets calculate the REAL diode characteristics (including contact 
potential) for a pure p+n+ GaN LED doped to 1018/cc on both sides, and 100 µm x 100 µm diode area. 
   
For simplicity, assume the contact potential is 90% of bandgap energy (because is heavily doped).  
For simplicity, use the parameters shown below which are for lightly doped material (mobility, diffusion length, etc. 
all decrease with increased doping, but lets keep it simple).   
Also, be careful, the ni for GaN is x10-10 (hard to read in the table). 
Note, some key equations are shown below the table too.  
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Lastly, just remember that typically blue LEDs are made of InGaN, pure GaN would be a UV LED.  
 
(a) What is the drift current across the junction at an applied reverse bias of -4V? 

 

(b) How much voltage would be needed to obtain 20 mA of forward bias current through the diode (which is a common spec 
for small individual LEDs).   Remember, assume the REAL case. 
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(6) See the two white LED product spec sheets on blackboard.  In terms of how they are made, what is the MAIN 
difference between the two and why? 
  
 
(7) If you modulated LEDs fast enough, could you potentially use them to send data optically?  Next question, 
could a reverse biased LED could also be used as a photodetector?  So could you just use two LEDs and some 
electronics to create a complete communication system? 
 
Hint, see this article: http://spectrum.ieee.org/telecom/internet/lifi-gets-ready-to-compete-with-wifi 
 

  


